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Abstract. Continual Learning (CL) aims to develop agents emulating
the human ability to sequentially learn new tasks while being able to
retain knowledge obtained from past experiences. In this paper, we intro-
duce the novel problem of Memory-Constrained Online Continual Learn-
ing (MC-OCL) which imposes strict constraints on the memory overhead
that a possible algorithm can use to avoid catastrophic forgetting. As
most, if not all, previous CL methods violate these constraints, we pro-
pose an algorithmic solution to MC-OCL: Batch-level Distillation (BLD),
a regularization-based CL approach, which effectively balances stabil-
ity and plasticity in order to learn from data streams, while preserving
the ability to solve old tasks through distillation. Our extensive exper-
imental evaluation, conducted on three publicly available benchmarks,
empirically demonstrates that our approach successfully addresses the
MC-OCL problem and achieves comparable accuracy to prior distilla-
tion methods requiring higher memory overhead.1
Keywords: Continual Learning, Online Learning, Memory Efficient
1 Introduction
A well-known problem in deep learning is the tendency of Deep Neural Networks
(DNNs) to catastrophically forget the knowledge acquired from old tasks when
learning a new task. Differently from humans, who have the natural ability to
selectively retain knowledge obtained through past experience when facing a
new problem or task, a DNN, trained on a given data distribution, tends to be
drastically affected when new training data drawn from a different distribution
are provided, losing the ability to solve the past task(s). Continual Learning (CL)
[17] investigates this stability-plasticity dilemma: how can a DNN be adapted to
solve a new task without losing the ability to deal with previously seen tasks?
Due to the relevance of its applications, in the last few years, the computer
vision research community has put considerable effort into developing CL meth-
ods. Previous work in the field can be categorized according to the strategy used
1 Code available at https://github.com/DonkeyShot21/batch-level-distillation
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the proposed Memory-Constrained Online Continual Learn-
ing setting, where two constraints should be satisfied: (1) No information should
be transferred between data batches and between tasks; (2) No memory can be
allocated for auxiliary networks or network expansions.
to mitigate catastrophic forgetting [17]. Replay-based methods [26,5,13,31], for
instance, alleviate forgetting by storing old data or synthesizing virtual samples
from the past. Parameter-isolation approaches [22,28] dedicate specific portions
of the network parameters to each task. Finally, regularization-based methods
[20,8,15,1] introduce additional regularization terms in the loss function to en-
courage the stability of the network with respect to the previous tasks. Specif-
ically, regularization may be obtained using a distillation-like [12] approach or
enforcing a prior on the model parameters. In the first case, the network is en-
couraged to keep the predictions consistent with respect to the old tasks [20].
Prior-based methods, on the other hand, estimate and store a prior on the pa-
rameter distribution which indicates the importance of each parameter with
respect to the old tasks [15].
Online Learning (OL) studies optimization methods which can operate with
a stream of data: learning goes on as the data are collected [17,9]. A typical
application of OL are those scenarios in which training data cannot be stored
(e.g., due to memory restrictions or data privacy concern). While classic OL as-
sumes i.i.d. data sampling over a single task, in this paper we deal with Online
Continual Learning (OCL), where data are provided with a sequential stream
and the data distribution undergoes drastic changes when a new task is intro-
duced. Previous works in this field [3,4] mainly focus on the task-free scenario,
in which no task-boundary information is provided. However, the solutions they
propose rely on either a buffer or a generator to replay data from previous time
steps. On the one hand, the buffer-based solution violates a strict online regime,
where training data from past time steps should be discarded. On the other
hand, a generator network involves a big memory and computational overhead
that needs to be allocated on purpose.
Conversely, in this paper, we introduce a novel problem, Memory-Constrained
Online Continual Learning (MC-OCL), where we impose strict memory con-
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straints during the course of training. Specifically, we want to minimize the
memory overhead, while preserving the utility of the network. This implies the
network to discard all the unnecessary information for inference. Specifically, we
argue that a memory-efficient OCL approach should satisfy the two conditions
(see Fig.1): (1) No information should be passed from a generic time step s to
time step s + 1, except the network itself; (2) No memory can be allocated for
network expansions or dedicated as auxiliary networks. Note that constraint (1)
does not only imply that each batch is treated independently but also excludes
information pass through subsequent tasks. The proposed constraints are partic-
ularly relevant for those application scenarios in which the network is deployed
on devices with small memory footprint (e.g. robots or smartphones) or in which
past images cannot be stored due to privacy issues.
Currently, existing CL solutions cannot deal with the proposed MC-OCL
scenario. In fact, replay-based methods [26,13,24] need to either explicitly store
(part of the) training samples (violating constraint (1)) or to train an ad-hoc
generator network (violating constraint (2)). Even regularization-based methods
using distillation [20,8] either need to store the model output probabilities (vio-
lating constraint (1)) or task-specific networks (violating constraint (2)) in order
to produce distillation information on the fly. Finally, parameter-isolation based
methods [22,28] which select a subset of the network parameters for each task,
assume that task-specific information (e.g. mask in [22]) can be transferred from
different tasks and do not perform data stream processing on a mini-batch basis
(violating constraint (1)).
In this paper, we propose a conceptually simple yet empirically powerful so-
lution to the MC-OCL problem called Batch-level Distillation (BLD), in which
distillation information is re-generated at each time step without violating con-
straint (1). Our approach is articulated into two main phases. In the first stage,
the warm-up, data of the current batch are exploited to perform a first gradient
descent step minimizing the cross-entropy loss over the new task classifier. The
predictions of the old task classifiers are stored in a probability bank that is
required in the second stage, referred to as joint training. In this stage, both
the distillation and the new task learning are performed, adopting a dynamic
weighting strategy that uses the gradient norm computed in the warm-up stage.
We extensively evaluate the proposed solution on three widely-used benchmarks:
MNIST [18], SVHN [23] and CIFAR10 [16]. Our results demonstrate that BLD
achieves comparable accuracy to state of the art distillation methods despite the
imposed memory constraints.
To summarize, our contributions are the following:
• We introduce a realistic yet challenging OCL setting which operates under
extreme memory constraints (MC-OCL).
• We propose the notion of Batch-level Distillation (BLD) as a viable solution
to the MC-OCL problem.
• An extensive empirical study is carried out which confirms the effective al-
leviation of forgetting despite the strict memory constraints.
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2 Related work
Over the past few years, Continual Learning [17,15] has received increased in-
terest in computer vision. Indeed, CL is highly relevant for several applications.
For instance, for object recognition it is very desirable to dispose of deep models
which are able to recognize new object classes, while retaining their knowledge on
the categories they have been originally trained for. Previous CL methods can be
roughly categorized into three main groups [17]: regularization-based [20,8,15,1],
parameter-isolation based [22,28] and replay-based [26,13,24] methods.
Data-focused regularization-based methods [20,8] develop from the idea of
applying the distillation paradigm [12] to prevent catastrophic forgetting. One
of the earlier approaches in this category is Learning without Forgetting (LwF)
[20], where a distillation loss is introduced to preserve information of the orig-
inal classes considering the output probabilities. LwF exploits data from the
original classes during training when the classifier is trained to recognize novel
categories. Recently, the concept of distillation has been extended to attention
and segmentation maps [8,6].
Prior-focused regularization-based methods [15,1] consider the network pa-
rameter values as a source of knowledge to be transferred and operate by pe-
nalizing changes of parameters relevant for old tasks when learning on the new
task. These approaches mostly differ in the way parameter relevance is com-
puted. A prominent work in this category is Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC)
[15], where parameter update rules are obtained approximating the posterior
as a Gaussian distribution. Differently, Aljundi et al. propose Memory Aware
Synapses (MAS) [1], an approach that estimates the network weight importance
using small perturbations of the parameters.
Parameter-isolation based approaches [22,28] address catastrophic forgetting
by allocating specific model parameters to each task. For instance, in [22] a fixed
architecture is considered and parts that are specific for some previous tasks are
masked out while training on novel tasks. Rusu et al. [28] proposed Progressive
Neural Networks (PNNs), a framework which transfers across sequences of tasks
by retaining a pool of pre-trained models and learning connections in order to
get useful features for the novel task.
Replay-based methods alleviate catastrophic forgetting by either storing [26,5,13,31]
or by artificially generating [24,29] images of previous tasks, often referred to as
exemplars. Based on this idea Rebuffi et al. propose ICARL where a strategy
to select exemplars in combination with a distillation loss is introduced. Sub-
sequent works [7,31] further analyze exemplars selection strategies. Differently,
other works [24,29,30] propose to employ generative networks to generate syn-
thetic data of old tasks. However, these methods significantly depend on the
network capacity and struggle to generate high-quality images.
Our approach belongs to the category of data-focused regularization-based
methods, as it also attempts to counteract catastrophic forgetting through distil-
lation. However, differently from previous methods we focus on an online setting
where no information is passed through different tasks and batches.
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Recently, few works in CL have considered an online CL setting [4,19,3,2].
However, they mostly focus on task-free continual learning, developing method-
ologies to automatically detect task boundaries and address the online learning
problem benefiting from specific buffers. Our work develops with a different
perspective as we aim to design an OCL framework maintaining memory re-
quirements at minimum, thus assuming that no information is retained when
processing the next batch in the data stream.
Finally, MER [27] and OML [14] are two recent meta-learning approaches to
continual learning. However, the former needs a very large buffer (1k samples
per task). On the other hand, OML, does not require any buffer, but works with
very short tasks, while we use much larger datasets. Also, OML is based on an
offline meta-pretraining, while we train the whole network from scratch.
3 Memory-Constrained Online Continual Learning
3.1 Problem and Notation
Without loss of generality, a typical CL scenario can be formalized assuming a
set T = {T1, ..., Tn} of n different tasks, where each task is characterized by a
different joint probability distribution Pt of the raw images x ∈ Xt and the class
labels y ∈ Yt. During time t, a new task Tt is presented to the DNN (see Fig. 2)
and the goal is to learn Tt without catastrophically forgetting T1, ...Tt−1. Note
that not only the set of images Xt is task-specific, but so is the corresponding
set of possible labels Yt. Following common practice in CL literature, we assume
that the task-change event is known, and when a new task Tt+1 arrives we
ask the network to learn to classify the new images according to Yt+1, being
simultaneously able to solve the old tasks.
In this paper, we assume that our classification network is composed of a
backbone, the feature extractor Ψ , and multiple heads Φ = {φ1, . . . , φn}, where
the t-th head φt is composed of a linear classifier with a softmax activation
which computes task-specific classification probabilities over Yt. In addition, φt
also accepts an optional temperature parameter τ .
In the proposed MC-OCL setting the memory overhead must be kept at
minimum. To fulfill this requirement we set several constraints. We impose that,
when learning a new task Tt, the only memory overhead are the parameters
of each task-specific classifier φt, while Ψ is shared over all the tasks and no
other high-capacity network can be used to solve the CL problem (constraint
(2)). In addition, it is reasonable to suppose that the complete dataset of the
task cannot fit in memory. Consequently, standard batch training procedures
consisting in observing several times each sample cannot be applied. Training
must be addressed following an online formulation. More precisely, we assume
that only a mini-batch of data B associated with task Tt is available at every
time step. Importantly B contains only a few data (e.g., a few dozen images).
This “mini-batch” based relaxation of the typical OL scenario [9] is commonly
adopted in other COL settings [2]. Moreover, in our MC-OCL setting, every
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Fig. 2: Overview of BLD : considering the current batch B, we proceed in two
stages. In the warm-up stage, we perform a first gradient descent step minimizing
the cross-entropy loss over the new task classifier. The predictions of the old task
classifiers are stored in a probability bank. The joint training stage performs
knowledge distillation to prevent forgetting, and new task learning employing a
dynamic weighting strategy that uses the gradient norm computed in the warm-
up stage.
information, except the network parameters, must be discarded after processing
each batch B (constraint (1)). B is used to update the network weights, but no
explicit information can be stored or passed to the next batch processing step
3.2 Batch-level Distillation
In this section, we describe the proposed method, named Batch-level Distillation
(BLD). Inspired by [20], we adopt a formulation based on knowledge distillation
to mitigate catastrophic forgetting. Our distillation approach is composed of
two main stages, both depending only on the current mini-batch data B which
is sampled from the data distribution of the current task Tt and on the network
parameters θ. The overall pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 2. The first stage, named
warm-up stage, is introduced in order to enable the use of knowledge distillation
in the second stage, named joint training stage.
The key idea of distillation for CL, is to use a regularization loss which
prevents that the predictions of the old task classifiers are significantly modified
when learning the new task. Since we only have available a mini-batch B of data,
we propose to apply the distillation paradigm at the mini-batch level rather than
at the dataset level. In other words, we enforce that, while learning the new task,
the predictions of the old classifiers do not change much between the beginning
and the end of the current mini-batch processing. This regularization and the
new-task loss are optimized together in the joint training stage.
In order to use a distillation regularization, we need to estimate the predic-
tions of the old task classifiers before updating the network parameters. This is
the main purpose of the warm-up stage. In addition to computing the old task
predictions, the warm-up stage also performs a first learning step by minimizing
the new task loss. As detailed in Sec. 3.4, this initial learning step is required
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in order to perform distillation in the second stage. Finally, the warm-up stage
is also used to estimate the gradient norm that is later used in the second stage
to obtain a dynamic weighting of the different loss terms. We now provide the
details of the two stages.
3.3 Warm-up Stage
The purpose of this first stage is threefold: collecting distillation data (used only
in the second stage), starting learning the new task on the current batch and
estimate the norm of the new task loss. The details of the warm-up stage are
provided in Alg.1.
Algorithm 1: Warm-up Stage
Input : Current network (Ψ , Φ, θ), current batch B with labels y,
learning rate αw, temperature τ
v = Ψ(B; θ) // feature extraction
Yˆ = ∅ // initialize empty probability bank
for o ∈ {1, ..., t− 1} // for every past task
yˆo = φo(v, τ ; θ) // compute predictions
Yˆ ← Yˆ ⋃{yˆo} // fill probability bank
end
Lt = H(φt(v; θ),y) // compute warm-up loss
Gw =
∂Lt
∂θ
// compute warm-up gradient
θ′ = θ − αwGw // parameter update
return θ′, Yˆ , ||Gw||
Specifically, let θ be the set of all the parameter values in Ψ and Φ. Consider-
ing an image xb ∈ B, we use the current feature extractor Ψ to get vb = Ψ(xb; θ).
We introduce the notation v = {vb, 1 ≤ b ≤ |B|} to indicate all the images of
the current batch, and we simply write v = Ψ(B; θ).
Then, we use these features to compute the predictions for the new images
using the old task classifiers. More specifically, for each old task To, we estimate
yˆo = {yˆob , 1 ≤ b ≤ |B|} = φo(v, τ ; θ), where τ is the temperature of the softmax.
These probability vectors are then appended to a probability bank Yˆ . At the
end of the warm-up stage, Yˆ will contain the predicted probabilities for every
image of the batch according to every old classifier. This memory is later used
for distillation in the second stage but it is released before receiving the next
data batch. Since the number of classes is relatively small (hence, each yˆob is
a low-dimensional vector), the memory required to store Yˆ remains negligible
compared to the memory space used by the batch of input images and the
network parameters.
The previously computed features v are used also by the new-task classifier
for computing the standard cross-entropy loss. Specifically, given the features v
and their corresponding one-hot labels y ∈ {0, 1}|B|×|Yt|, we use:
Lt = H (φt(v; θ),y) = −
|B|∑
b=1
yb · log φt (vb; θ) . (1)
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Then, the gradient Gw =
∂Lt
∂θ is computed, and the parameters of the network
are updated using the standard gradient descent. The warm-up stage also returns
the norm of the gradient ||Gw||, which is used for the parameter normalization in
the second stage (joint training stage). In practice, since the norm of the gradient
is computed layer-wise (see later), it can be obtained during the backward pass
without storing the gradient of the whole network.
To conclude this stage, the memory used by the intermediate variables (e.g.
v and θ) is released. At this point, the memory contains the parameters θ′, the
batch B, the probability bank Yˆ and the norm of the gradient ||Gw||.
3.4 Joint training stage
We now provide the description of the joint training stage. The goal of this
stage is to update the network parameters with respect to the new task while
preserving the knowledge of the previous tasks. The details are provided in Alg.2.
Algorithm 2: Joint Training Stage
Input : Current network (Ψ , Φ, θ′), current batch B with labels y, old
task probability bank Yˆ , learning rate αj , temperature τ ,
gradient-balancing factor λ, norms of the gradients ||Gw||.
v′ = Ψ(B; θ′) // feature extraction
Ld =
∑t−1
o=1H(φo(v
′, τ ; θ′), yˆo) // compute distillation loss
Gj =
∂Ld
∂θ′ // distillation gradient
Gj ← λ ||Gw||||Gj || Gj // balance the distillation gradient
Lt = H(φt(v′; θ′),y) // compute new task loss
Gj ← Gj + ∂Lt∂θ′ // accumulate new task gradient
θ′′ = θ′ − αjGj // parameter update
Return: θ′′
Using the current batch B and the updated feature extractor Ψ(·; θ′), we get
v′ = {v′b, 1 ≤ b ≤ |B|} = Ψ(B; θ′). Note that the features v′ are different from
v, computed in the warm-up stage, because of the parameter update in Alg.1.
Then, we use the old-task classifiers φo (for evey old tasks To) to predict the
output probabilities using v′. Following a distillation approach, we want that the
predictions φo(v
′, τ ; θ′) should not differ much from the initial values yˆo ∈ Yˆ .
To measure this change in the predictions, we use a cross-entropy loss between
the initial and current predicted probability distributions:
Ld =
t−1∑
o=1
H(φo(v
′, τ ; θ′), yˆo) = −
t−1∑
o=1
|B|∑
b=1
yˆob log
(
φo(v
′
b, τ ; θ
′)
)
. (2)
It is worth noting that the distillation loss is used only in the joint training stage
and not in the warm-up stage. The reason for this choice is that, in the warm-
up stage, the distillation loss Ld would have a zero gradient since φo(v′b, τ ; θ) =
φo(vb, τ ; θ) = yˆ
o
b . Because of the first gradient descent step in the warm-up stage,
we obtain non-null gradients for the distillation loss in the second stage. This
observation mainly motivates our two-stage pipeline.
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The distillation loss gradient is weighted using a normalization factor. Specif-
ically, given the distillation gradient Gj =
∂Ld
∂θ′ and the cross-entropy gradi-
ent norm ||Gw|| computed in the warm-up stage, the gradient is multiplied by
λ ||Gw||||Gj || . The intuition behind this normalization is that we want to balance the
two gradients in a dynamic way while training. The parameter λ is a static
parameter that adjusts the weight of the distillation and the cross-entropy gra-
dients, accounting for the possible imbalance originated with the unconstrained
warm-up update. Finally, we use the new-task classifier φt to compute the net-
work predictions and its resulting cross-entropy loss Lt. Assuming that the norm
of the gradient of this loss does not change drastically between the two stages
(i.e., ||Gw|| ' ||∂Lt∂θ′ ||), we can sum Gj with ∂Lt∂θ′ (all the gradient terms have a
balanced contribution).
For sake of simplicity, we used above the notation ||Gw||||Gj || , which includes the
gradients of all the layers of the network. In practice, we actually compute the
norms separately for each layer, because in this way the memory cost can be
kept extremely small and, empirically, we observed that this leads to a more
stable training.
The joint training stage can be iterated several times. Empirically, we found
iterating twice to be beneficial. Note that, in the second iteration of this stage,
Ld and Lt are computed at the value θ′′ obtained from the first iteration.
Before proceeding to the next batch, all the memory (including the proba-
bility bank Yˆ ) is released, except for the parameters θ′′.
3.5 Memory Efficient Data Augmentation
Data augmentation is a widely-used technique in CL. However, in the extreme
memory constraint scenario, standard data augmentation procedures cannot be
used since it would result in an important memory cost. We propose a specific
data-augmentation procedure that is integrated in our BLD framework. We use
a set of data augmentation techniques (e.g., image cropping, flip, rotation, color
jittering etc.) in order to artificially populate B. In the warm-up stage, when fill-
ing the probability bank Yˆ , we also store the transformation type (e.g. rotation)
and possible parameters (e.g. angle). However, we do not store the transformed
images. Consequently, the memory cost of data augmentation remains negligible
with respect to the batch and network memory sizes. In the joint training stage,
when computing the feature v′, we read the transformation information stored
together with the probability bank and use it to re-generate the transformed
images. The transformed image is then provided as input to the feature extrac-
tor. In this way, we use the same data augmentation in the two stages without
requiring to store all the augmented images.
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4 Experiments
4.1 Experimental Protocol
Datasets. We measure the performance of the proposed solution to MC-OCL
using accuracy on three publicly available and widely used datasets.
The MNIST [18] and SVHN [23] datasets are composed of images depicting
digits. In our experiments, both datasets are split into different tasks with non-
overlapping classes. We choose not to perform experiments on the permuted
variant of MNIST, since it has been shown to be a poor benchmark for CL [10].
Some previous works [2,3,21] prefer to extract a small subset of the samples for
training. Instead, consistently with the most prior art, we use all the training
data available. This choice enables us to assess which methods are robust to a
large number of gradient steps and which are not.
CIFAR10 [16] is also split into disjoint tasks as in [4,2], with the difference
that, given the memory constraints we introduce, we cannot store any data
and therefore we are unable to perform validation. Consequently, we use all the
training samples for training.
For all datasets we split the data into 2 and 5 tasks, which generates subsets
of 5 and 2 classes respectively. This enables finer behavioral analysis of the
model with respect to short and long task sequences. The splits are performed
randomly, but, for fairness, we run all methods on the same splits to minimize
the bias that different splits could introduce in the evaluation.
Implementation details. Throughout all experiments, regardless of the
dataset and the number of tasks, we employ a ResNet18 [11] as a feature extrac-
tor. As per Sec. 3.2, on top of the feature extractor we use a classifier composed
of a linear layer and a softmax. As soon as a new task starts, a new classifier is
instantiated with randomly initialized weights and biases
For all experiments that only require a single sweep through the data we
train on batches composed of 20 images, randomly sampled from a task-specific
subset of data. We found this batch size to be the right trade-off for our ex-
periments, since it well approximates the online setup without preventing the
model from properly learning new tasks. These batches are then transformed 50
times and forwarded into the network. The gradients generated by all losses are
averaged over these transformations. Note that these operations do not require
any additional memory, since the transformations can be applied right before
the forward pass, without storing the augmented images, and gradients can be
averaged in-place. For the details on this matter refer to Algorithm 1 and 2. In
Pytorch [25] this can be implemented by calling backward() multiple times (one
for each transformation) without performing any optimization steps in-between.
Two iterations are performed for every joint training stage, with learning
rate αj set to 10
−4, while the warm-up stage is performed only once with a
learning rate αw = 10
−2 ·αj . The parameter λ has a value of 2. For offline LwF
[20], instead, batches contain 500 images each and only one transformation is
computed per batch. Depending on the dataset and the number of tasks we train
the model for a different number of epochs, ranging from 10 epochs for MNIST
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Table 1: Final test accuracy on MNIST, CIFAR10 and SVHN with 2 tasks
Method
MNIST CIFAR10 SVHN
T0 T1 Avg. T0 T1 Avg. T0 T1 Avg.
MC-OCL
Finetune 80.8 99.6 90.2 60.4 85.6 73.0 78.9 95.5 87.2
L2 91.7 99.6 95.7 70.7 84.0 77.4 82.8 96.2 89.5
BLD 89.6 99.5 94.5 70.0 86.0 78.0 88.2 96.2 92.2
Single-pass LwF 98.2 99.7 98.9 75.7 85.8 80.7 91.5 95.6 93.5
Offline LwF 99.5 99.8 99.7 89.6 93.0 91.3 93.9 96.3 95.1
(5-tasks) to 120 epochs for CIFAR10 (2-task) with learning rate equal to 10−4.
For all the methods, we run each experiment 5 times and report the average
accuracy. Note that our method (BLD) is trained using only one epoch.
4.2 Experimental evaluation
Baselines. Our method can be accommodated among regularization-based meth-
ods, which in turn can be divided into prior-based and data-driven categories.
However, we do not consider prior-based baselines such as EWC [15] as they have
been shown to work poorly in the online setting [2], and do not satisfy the MC-
OCL constraints. Instead, we include an extensive comparison with LwF [20],
which is the most similar data-driven method to ours. Therefore, we consider
the following reference baselines:
• Finetune. It trains continuously as the data for the new task is available
without any attempt to avoid forgetting;
• Batch-level L2, denoted as L2, is a na¨ıve baseline we devised specifically
for CL with extreme memory constraints. For every incoming batch it saves
a copy of the parameters before the model gets updated. Subsequently, it
proceeds to update the network, first with a warm-up step, similar to the
warm-up we perform for our method, and then with a series of joint steps.
These joint steps are the result of the back-propagation of two losses: the
cross-entropy loss with respect to the current task and the L2 loss between
current and previous parameters.
• Offline LwF [20] (upper-bound) trained using multiple passes through the
data, sampled i.i.d.. We use a variable number of epochs, depending on the
size and the complexity of the dataset, while the batch size is fixed.
• Single-pass LwF [20] is a modified version of LwF, in which only a single-pass
through the data is performed. The distillation mechanism is implemented
as in the original offline version. Note that, although each sample is only
processed once, this variant can not be considered fully online because it
still needs to compute the predictions for the whole task beforehand.
Results and Analysis. Tab. 1 shows the performance of the evaluated methods
on MNIST, CIFAR10 and SVHN on the 2-task scenario. Looking at the results of
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Table 2: Final test accuracy on MNIST with 5 tasks
Method
MNIST Memory Overhead
T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 Avg. Intra-batch Inter-batch Data Storage
MC-OCL
Finetune 66.6 68.0 76.8 91.8 99.8 80.6 - - -
L2 54.9 55.7 85.7 94.0 99.8 78.0 44.8MB - -
BLD 78.0 82.5 93.0 96.4 99.7 89.9 32kB - -
Single-pass LwF 98.2 99.4 98.5 99.8 99.8 99.1 384kB 384kB 2MB
Offline LwF 99.5 99.6 98.0 99.8 99.8 99.3 384kB 384kB 2MB
the Finetune model, the difference in performance between the two tasks T0 and
T1 shows that the Finetune model suffers from catastrophic forgetting. The dif-
ference is especially important in the case of the MNIST (18.8%) and CIFAR10
(25.2%) datasets. We observe that L2 mitigates this catastrophic forgetting is-
sue reaching a higher average accuracy in the three datasets, at the cost of a
higher memory consumption. BLD consistently improves the performance over
all the datasets. Our method, obtains better scores on the task T0 compared
to the Finetune baseline. For CIFAR10 and SVHN, we also observe that BLD
outperforms Finetune on T1, possibly due to the fact that some information
from T0 has been used to improve the performance on T1 (forward-transfer).
Overall, BLD reaches the best performance in two datasets out of three. Only
L2 performs slightly better on MNIST but requiring much more memory.
When it comes to comparing to the offline baseline that can have access to
each image several times, we observe that our method can bridge half of the
gap between Finetune and the offline LwF on the MNIST and SVHN datasets.
Interestingly, BLD is able to obtain results close to the single-pass LwF on the
SVHN dataset even though the latter breaks constraint (1) of MC-OCL.
Concerning the 5-tasks experiments, results are reported in Tab. 2, 3 and 4
for the MNIST, CIFAR10 and SVHN datasets, respectively. Note that, for every
method, we also report the memory overhead. More specifically, we report the
memory storage that is required by every method while training on the current
batch (Intra-batch), when switching between batches (Inter-batch) and for data
storage in the case of non-online methods. We report memory in bytes.
In the three datasets, we again observe strong catastrophic forgetting in the
case of the Finetune model. Again, L2 prevents forgetting to some extent but it
has a high intra-batch memory overhead since it requires to store a copy of the
network parameters. Despite its lower memory overhead, our approach reaches
the best performance on the three datasets with a significant margin with respect
to L2 (+11.9%, 7.7% and 7.5%, respectively). This result is extremely interesting
since it shows that BLD can prevent the network from drifting and forgetting
even for longer sequences of tasks.
When it comes to offline methods, they both outperform our proposed method.
Nevertheless, we observe that BLD reaches the same performance as Single-pass
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Table 3: Final test accuracy on CIFAR10 with 5 tasks
Method
CIFAR10 Memory Overhead
T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 Avg. Intra-batch Inter-batch Data Storage
MC-OCL
Finetune 59.6 58.2 66.8 80.2 97.0 72.3 - - -
L2 75.5 65.3 73.5 81.3 96.8 78.5 44.8MB - -
BLD 83.4 83.2 79.5 88.1 97.0 86.2 32kB - -
Single-pass LwF 81.2 83.6 81.1 88.5 96.5 86.2 320kB 320kB 36.8MB
Offline LwF 93.8 94.1 91.6 96.2 98.3 94.8 320kB 320kB 36.8MB
Table 4: Final test accuracy on SVHN with 5 tasks
Method
SVHN Memory Overhead
T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 Avg. Intra-batch Inter-batch Data Storage
MC-OCL
Finetune 65.9 60.6 77.5 87.6 98.4 78.0 - - -
L2 75.2 61.8 90.9 93.4 98.1 81.3 44.8MB - -
BLD 78.5 79.6 92.1 95.7 98.1 88.8 32kB - -
Single-pass LwF 78.9 91.5 94.3 95.6 98.2 91.7 469kB 469kB -
Offline LwF 97.7 97.8 97.2 98.7 98.9 98.1 469kB 469kB 47.2MB
LwF on CIFAR10, which requires access to the complete training set of the cur-
rent task. This requirement leads non-negligible data storage depending on the
dataset (from 2MB to 47.MB for SVHN). Note that, the data storage require-
ment grows linearly with the size of the dataset. In addition, we observe that
both methods require an intra-batch memory overhead approximately ten times
higher than our approach.
Ablation Study. We perform an in-depth ablation study to evaluate each com-
ponent of the proposed method. In addition to the Finetune and the L2 baselines
described above, we compare with the following variants of our models: Alter-
nated, a model that does not perform joint updates but simply alternates between
a learning step on the new task and a distillation step, and No-balancing, a vari-
ant of our model that uses our two-stage approach but where the cross-entropy
Lt and distillation Ld losses are not dynamically balanced. More precisely, this
method is equivalent to our full model replacing ||Gw||||Gj || with 1 in Algorithm 2. In
Tab. 5, Full denotes the full model as described in Sec. 3.
The results of the ablation study are reported in Tab.5. As previously ob-
served, the Finetune model suffers from catastrophic forgetting. The forgetting
problem is even clearer on the 5-task setting. As in previous experiments, L2
helps preventing forgetting but breaks our proposed constraints. Alternated im-
proves the performance on the 5-task setting but deteriorates on the 2-task
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Table 5: Ablation Study on the CIFAR10 datatset with 2 and 5 tasks
(a) 2 tasks (5 classes each)
Method T0 T1 Avg.
Finetune 60.4 85.6 73.0
L2 70.7 84.0 77.4
Alternated 57.8 85.8 71.8
No-balancing 61.4 86.3 73.8
Full 70.0 86.0 78.0
(b) 5 tasks (2 classes each)
Method T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 AVG
Finetune 59.6 58.2 66.8 80.2 97.0 72.3
L2 75.5 65.3 73.5 81.3 96.8 78.5
Alternated 77.7 74.5 70.2 87.1 96.9 81.3
No-balancing 78.5 72.9 74.9 85.0 96.9 81.6
Full 83.4 83.2 79.5 88.1 97.0 86.2
setting, showing that naively alternating between new task learning and distil-
lation is not enough in our challenging scenario. Conversely, we observe that the
No-balancing model improves the performance with respect to Finetune in both
settings. Note that, in the 2-task setting, No-balancing and the full model out-
perform Finetune on T1. This shows that our two-stage pipeline might produce
some forward transfer from task T0 to T1. On the 5-task setting, the gain of
No-balancing is more important (+9.3% with respect to Finetune and +0.9%
with respect to alternated). Finally, using our dynamic gradient weighting with
balancing leads to further improvement reaching the highest performance. The
gain in performance is consistent over all the tasks and is especially clear for the
first tasks. This ablation study experimentally confirms the importance of the
two-stage approach and the dynamic gradient weighting.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we proposed setting that allows us to study continual learning
under extreme memory constraints. More precisely, we impose two constraints:
1) No information is passed between batches and tasks; 2) No auxiliary network
can be used. To tackle this setting that cannot be addressed by the current
methods, we introduced Batch-level Distillation. Based on knowledge distillation,
our approach proceeds in two stages where, first, we start learning the new
task classifier and compute old classifier predictions, and then, we perform a
joint training using both distillation and the new task loss. We evaluated our
method on three publicly available datasets and show that BLD can efficiently
prevent catastrophic forgetting. As future work, we plan to extend BLD to other
problems such as image segmentation and object detection.
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